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Debating Postmodernism

The concept of postmodernism has

gained so much popularity in competitive

debate that it has been advocated as a deci-

sion-making paradigm (Kramer & Lang,

1993). Careful consideration of the sug-

gested paradigm occasions reflection on the

role postmodernism might play in academic

debate. This essay explores the proposal

that debate should be conducted accord-

ing to a postmodern perspective. An exami-

nation of postmodernism reveals that

postmodern tendencies, particularly advo-

cacy of inconsistency, run counter to the

goals and conduct of debate. Next, the pur-

ported advantages of postmodern perspec-

tives are subjected to critical scrutiny. Fi-

nally, the repercussions of postmodernism

for academic debate are discussed.

The term debate applies generically

to any rule-governed argumentative ex-

change. Specific applications to competi-

tive debate are identified as academic de-

bate. As employed in this essay, the issues

regarding postmodernism in academic de-

bate represent a particular context for con-

fronting postmodernism beyond the forum

of debate rounds per se.

Clarifying the Concept of

Postmodernism

It is difficult to identify the species of

postmodernism theorists such as Kramer

and Lang (1993) advocate when they pro-

pose it as a paradigm, because they do not

link the postmodern characteristics they

associate with a particular intellectual tradi-

tion. Defining postmodernism is trouble-

some, for it does not describe a methodol-

ogy, doctrine, or any static body of theory.

It "remains, at best, an equivocal concept"

that defies pigeonholing (Hassan, 1987a, p.

23). The varieties of intellectual projects and

artistic objects labeled as postmodern cast

some "doubt [as to] whether the term can

ever be dignified by conceptual coherence"

(Boyne & Rattansi, 1990, p. 9). Instead,

postmodernism qualifies more as a spirit of

inquiry, an attitude that distrusts universal-

ization and promotes the revelation of in-

ternal inconsistencies. Hassan (1987a) has

inventoried the prominent characteristics of

postmodernism in its various incarnations.

These qualities include:

1. Privileging indeterminacy instead of

finality. This resistance to finality also im-

plies a rejection of historical teleology

(Zavarzadeh & Morton, 1991).

2. Recognition that reality is fragmen-

tary and disconnected, thus history is dis-

continuous not linear (Lyotard, 1989).

3. Opposition to all canonical authority.

4. The free mixture of styles, genres, and

traditions.

5. Emphasis on the conditionality and

historicity of theories, which offer perspec-

tives rather than ultimate answers.

6. Focus on the processes of creation

and interpretation instead of on static ob-

jects or ideas.

Qualities

Each of the preceding qualities invites

appropriation by debaters:

1. Precedents and model programs are

treated with suspicion, since they imply

continuity with the past. If an affirmative

plan has worked as a pilot project, that suc-

cess may have been due to the monopoliza-

tion of funds and skewing of reporting by

the dominant power interests than to the

merits of the program.

2. The critique of causality is subsumed

by postmodernism, because assertions of

causal linkage are questioned. Furthermore,

definitive knowledge is disavowed.

3. There is no decision rule that tran-

scends the individual round.

4. Multiple paradigms can co-exist pro-

ductively.

5. Claims are evaluated not as true or

false themselves, but are contextualized as

having truth-value only within specified

parameters. Not only are conditional argu-

ments recommended, but all arguments are

subject to revisions that restrict their do-

main of applicability.

6. Instead of evaluating the resolution

or affirmative plan as a concrete proposal,

debate would focus on the assumptions

behind the way terminology is employed.

The argumentative process becomes the

center of attention, not supposedly com-

pleted proposals offered for wholesale adop-

tion or rejection.

Importing Postmodernism

When postmodernism is suggested

as a model or mindset for the practice of

debate, it may be imported in one or more of

the preceding ways.

There is a big difference between ob-

serving what could be called a postmodern

condition and elevating that condition to

an "-ism" that would regulate argumenta-

tive practice. Marshall (1992) understand-

ably recommends erasing the -ism suffix

because it "suggests that here is something

complete, unified, totalized" (pp. 4-5).

Postmodernism, in a word, resists specifi-

cation as a doctrine or method. Richard

Bernstein (1991), frustrated with the incho-

ate ways that `postmodernity` has been

used, suggests abandoning the term alto-

gether. Instead, he recommends further in-

vestigation of the issues raised under the

rubric of postmodernism. To clarify those

issues, we must examine the assumptions

and implications of postmodernism.

Postmodernism in debate might seem

to be a fait accompli. After all, the multi-

plicity of paradigms could testify to the lo-

calization of epistemological claims, thereby

enacting the postmodern admonition to

"give up the luxury of absolute Truths,

choosing instead to put to work local and

provisional truths" (Marshall, 1992, p. 3).

This point invites two responses. First, a

plurality of paradigms does not require or

prove the presence of postmodernism. The

conditionality and multiplicity of truths can

be and is accomplished without any need

for abandoning a progressive ideal of bet-

ter argumentative practice. Ideas and prac-

tices can improve without positing a singu-

lar epitome of perfection. Second, the pres-

ence of multiple paradigms and their ten-

dency to proliferate testifies to the prob-

lematic epistemological status of research

in debate. An invitation to construct ever

more "new and improved" paradigms--what

debaters might label "paradigm prolif"--un-

dermines claims for debate to acquire schol-

arly legitimacy. Let us consider each point.

To scrutinize postmodernism, it is

useful to turn to figures such as Rorty and

Lyotard, considered "the original sources

of postmodern philosophy" in America

(Lemert, 1991, p. 181). Lyotard "remains to-

day perhaps the most influential theorist of

postmodernity" (Boyne & Rattansi, 1990,

p. 13), and his book The Postmodern Con-



dition " enjoys a certain definitive status in

discussion[s] of postmodernism" (Callinicos,

1990, p. 3). In most of its incarnations,

postmodernism designates the distrust of

comprehensive rational foundations of

knowledge. Rejection of foundationalism

often targets scientific reasoning, which has

epitomized ultimate explanations in the ab-

sence of authoritarian pronouncements (the

ultimatums of autocrats) or divine law. The

fact that science bears the brunt of

postmodern wrath will loom large when we

reconsider paradigms.

The advocacy of a postmodern para-

digm strikes a discordant note because

postmodernism and paradigms as employed

in academic debate are incompatible.

Postmodernism as an epistemological ori-

entation rejects transhistorical criteria for

what counts as truth, knowledge, or mean-

ing. Put succinctly, a postmodern attitude

fosters "incredulity toward metanarratives"

(Lyotard, 1984, p. xxiv).  Surprisingly, Kramer

and Lang defend postmodernism while of-

fering it as "an overarching argumentative

strategy" (1993, p. 58). Any attempt to con-

struct an argumentative framework that has

universal validity no longer qualifies as

postmodern, but falls squarely within the

conventionally modernist mission of mod-

eling debate after science (hypothesis test-

ing), legislative deliberation (rational policy

making), or storytelling (narrativity).

A less relativistic version of

postmodernism would not undercut the

employment of paradigms per se. Instead,

it would pose paradigms provisionally,

advocating the reflexive recognition that

one is operating within the constraints of a

culturally and historically specific "para-

digm of thought" (Marshall, 1992, p. 3). In

short, any theory operates "within a cer-

tain paradigm" of background assumptions

(Marshall, 1992, p. 187). This version of

postmodernism offers cumbersome theo-

retical baggage that acknowledges what

current debate practice already takes into

account. Does any debater or critic claim

that a paradigm offers a path to ultimate

truth? Probably not. When explaining

hypothesis-testing, Zarefsky character-

izes the knowledge available through de-

bate as probable truth which, like scien-

tific knowledge, is not "eternal and un-

changing" (1992, p. 255).  Instead, para-

digms lend structure to argumentation by

providing models for the argumentative

process (Berube, 1994). Depending on the

paradigm employed, different criteria for

assent will receive more or less emphasis.

Purported Advantages of

Postmodernism

Zavarzadeh and Morton (1991) con-

tend that cogent arguments against

postmodernism can arise only from consid-

ering its "consequences and effects" (p.

121). In other words, what sorts of attitudes

and practices would result from a

postmodern perspective? The emphasis on

effects is prominent because, the authors

contend, any logically based arguments

(e.g., accusations of logical inconsistency

or fallacious reasoning) would attempt to

subject postmodernism to the strictures of

the very logical framework it rejects. Taking

this point a step further, "the very deploy-

ment of logical argumentation against

(post)modernism would unfortunately le-

gitimate a rather reactionary notion of truth"

because it would presume universal criteria

for rationality that restrict innovation and

invest only one disputant with The Truth

(Zavarzadeh & Morton, 1991, p. 121).

Zarefsky (1992) makes a similar point in the

context of debate. He explains that the choice

among paradigms is difficult because none

can be attacked except on the terms it rec-

ognizes as legitimate. Zarefsky suggests

examining how a paradigm might undermine

its own purposes. Let us consider how

postmodernism might do just that.

Postmodernism sometimes gets

touted as a dramatic rupture with the past, a

radical discontinuity with Enlightenment

traditions of rational discourse. In this

sense, it is tempting to label the postmodern

movement a paradigm shift in argumenta-

tive rationality. That label, however, would

generate more confusion than clarity.

Postmodernists could contend that the tra-

ditional ideals of debate were valid but have

outlived their usefulness. If this were so,

then proponents of postmodernism would

be advocating a form of historicism that pre-

sumes an ability to judge (on heretofore

unidentified grounds) the compatibility of

theories with events (Crook, 1990). That is,

postmodernists would presume to know the

moment in history when an idea no longer

serves a function. Such a claim runs counter

to the postmodern enthusiasm for indeter-

minacy. On the other hand, if traditional ar-

gumentative rationale is wrong or undesir-

able in principle, then postmodernism's op-

position rests on the very sort of universal

standards or truths postmodernism decries.

Social Emancipation

The varieties of postmodernism share

a political focus (Boyne & Ratansi, 1990, p.

23) in their goal to recover discourse that

has been marginalized or silenced by hege-

monic ideals of argumentation. In debate

rounds, the advantages associated with

postmodern critiques,1 for example, usually

stem from giving "voice to the powerless

and marginalized" (Lake & Haynie, 1993, p.

17). In fact, postmodernism may be charac-

terized as "a shifting and differential cul-

tural site of social struggles" rather than a

"settled or stable" set of doctrines

(Zavarzadeh & Morton, 1991, p. 106). If

postmodernism per se has a project, it is to

disrupt the argumentative ideals that con-

stricted discourse to conform with Enlight-

enment models of rationality. In the context

of public or academic debate, a postmodern

project would involve revising the canon

of "classic" argumentative exchanges to

include discussions that fall outside the

mainstream political parties and campaign

issues. The question arises, however, as to

why postmodernists would recommend

such revisions.

The inability to find an answer in

postmodernism has made some feminist

theorists uncomfortable with a postmodern

emancipatory project. Since postmodernism

devalues consensus as a central objective,

it falls short in explaining why any

underrepresented group such as women

might merit recognition as a group

(Lovibond, 1990). By placing highest prior-

ity on continuance of discourse,

postmodernism cannot identify or endorse

material signs of progress toward reducing

oppression. Quite the contrary: by aiming

for continuance instead of closure, dis-

agreement and contentiousness (not con-

cessions or acts of liberation) have intrin-

sic merit (Lovibond, 1990). Lyotard envi-

sions the task of postmodern philosophy

as "multiplicity and the incommensurabil-

ity of works" (1989, p. 193), which promises

greater diversity but less sharing or amal-

gamation of ideas. Postmodernism leaves

the deeper questions about the roots of op-

pression and marginalization unanswered.

Lyotard's proposed fertilization of incom-

mensurability surely does not hold much

promise of greater empathy with the op-

pressed. What resources does

postmodernism offer for expanding the

ranges of options open for underrepresented

populations (Lovibond, 1990, p. 172)? To

expand available opportunities requires

more far-reaching social actions than indi-

vidual deviations from norms or distrust of

totalizing narratives. Postmodernism in any

of its incarnations has failed to give meth-

ods for dealing with uncertainty, the dis-



trust of timeless truths, and the decay of

universal values. Postmodernism provides

insufficient inventive resources to provide

solutions for the narrow epistemological

habits it criticizes.

If postmodernism can earn its keep

as a productive or advantageous mode of

thought, it must offer some methods for re-

solving disputes and reaching decisions.

Lyotard recognizes this difficulty writ large

as a challenge to communication itself: "You

multiply manners of speaking and sensing,

but how will you communicate? The con-

temporary artist knows that this difficulty

in communicating happens" (1989, p. 193).

But the artist fuels irresolution instead of

quenching it. Postmodernism offers few rec-

ommendations for improving the means to

effect social change or render judgment.

This lack of a critical edge has led Rorty

(1991a) to criticize postmodernists such as

Foucault for revealing the methods of so-

cial manipulation without providing routes

to escape them. Similarly, James L. Marsh

finds in postmodernism "no criteria to indi-

cate whether or why we should move for-

ward, no groups identified whose position

in the social structure presents a possibil-

ity or probability of transcendence, no iden-

tifiable crisis points within the system"

(1992a, p. 94). Postmodernism ultimately

endorses "a stance of pessimism and quiet-

ism" on social issues since "it can offer no

positive, constructive ethics or politics"

(Marsh, 1991a, p. 94; 1992b, p. 208).

It is inappropriate to discuss

postmodernism as "an overarching argu-

mentative strategy" (Kramer & Lang, 1993,

p. 58) since postmodernism is directed

against the very notion of such all-encom-

passing discursive strategies. Lyotard's

opposition to Habermas's advocacy of uni-

versal consensus lies in the denial of

"metaprescriptions regulating the totality of

statements circulating in the social collec-

tivity" (Lyotard, 1984, p. 65). Lyotard en-

joins his readers to "wage a war on totality"

(1984, p. 82), a call that does not sound con-

ducive to paradigm-building, or to sweep-

ing reforms that would target the institu-

tional bases for repressive social practices.

Postmodernism, unlike critical theo-

ries such as feminism or socialism, provides

few if any resources to counter institution-

alized forms of oppression that might be

pervasive but exist in several forms and on

several levels of society. The distrust of

grand explanations generates a suspicion

of universals but leaves untouched "the

complexities of the social, political and eco-

nomic formations that exist as part of a het-

erogeneous but interdependent global con-

figuration" (Boyne & Rattansi, 1990, p. 19).

In other words, repressive forces can be

manifested in ways other than the unitary,

overarching, grand narratives that Lyotard

and other postmodernists target. For ex-

ample, how could postmodernism offer a

means of redressing economic elitism, rac-

ism, or sexism in competitive debate?

Phrased in the language of policy debate,

what potential for solvency does

postmodernism offer? Because of its elu-

sive character, postmodernism cannot be

instituted in any case because it is not a

body of doctrine but a critical attitude (cf.

Lyotard, 1989, p. 314).

Two tendencies of postmodernism

render it ineffective in accomplishing the

very political tasks that supposedly lie at

its core: "an inability to specify possible

mechanisms of change, and an inability to

state why change is better than no change"

(Crook, 1990, p. 59). The first difficulty has

been encountered in the inability to insti-

gate or even take account of a need for

broad-based social reform. The second

point, advocacy of change, raises another

set of issues.

It is difficult to envision how

postmodernism could justify any social re-

forms, even the most localized changes in

debate practices. If the quality of discus-

sion hinges on the multiplicity of viewpoints

articulated, then expressions of intolerance

such as sexism, racism and homophobia

presumably deserve encouragement be-

cause they add to the plurality of perspec-

tives (Crook, 1990). Debate conducted in a

postmodern manner would not and could

not justify ruling out offensive ad hominem

argumentative practices. Even if such intol-

erance were not sanctioned by a

postmodern mindset, it should be unaccept-

able. Although proponents of

postmodernism might agree, the decision

to restrict available argumentative tactics

runs counter to the cardinal postmodern

value of creativity. Paradoxically, the most

intolerant and repressive social agendas

become legitimate even if not explicitly en-

dorsed under the postmodern rubric of cre-

ative expression.

Enhanced Creativity

One argument Kramer and Lang

(1993) suggest to support a postmodern

paradigm cites the value of creativity. Al-

lowing inconsistency would open the flood-

gates for debaters' creative juices to flow

freely, thus irrigating parched argumenta-

tive ground. Lyotard hints at a similar pref-

erence for creativity in his choice of art as

an epistemological model. Postmodernism

now encounters the familiar quandary of ro-

manticism: how to reconcile creativity with

quality and morality (which presume stan-

dards of conduct). Does relaxation of stric-

tures encourage creativity? The lesson from

paradigms in science shows the opposite

to be the case. In an often overlooked early

essay, Kuhn (1977, pp. 225-239) remarks on

what he calls the "essential tension" in sci-

ence. Paradoxically, the tradition-bound

nature of science with its preservation of

"normal science" obedient to paradigmatic

strictures has been conducive to innova-

tion. Only when the boundaries of normal

science are clearly articulated in a paradigm

do practitioners begin to question the

paradigm's articulation. Who are the inno-

vators? Kuhn explains that "the productive

scientist must be a traditionalist who en-

joys playing intricate games by pre-estab-

lished rules in order to be a successful in-

novator who discovers new rules and new

pieces with which to play them" (1977, p.

237). Applying this principle to debate, the

innovators can redefine the game only if

the game already has set boundaries and

rules. The test of creativity lies in the ability

to improvise within guidelines, not rewrite

the guidelines to accommodate novelty.

We now confront the question: "Why

artificially limit the size of the playing field"

(Kramer & Lang, 1994, p. 67) by prohibiting

inconsistency? First, no clear distinction has

been made between "artificial" versus "natu-

ral" limits, and no reason has been given to

prefer one over the other. Second, preserv-

ing the game metaphor, all games have rules

or they cease to qualify as games. The rea-

son for regulative paradigms that limit ar-

gumentative options is both logical and

pragmatic. If all argumentative options are

allowed, then an infinite regress occurs be-

cause no standards emerge from the para-

digm to evaluate the quality of the argu-

ments (Panetta & Herbeck, 1993, p. 26). The

regress turns vicious in debate or in any

deliberative forum because decisions must

be made and justified.

Pragmatically, the procedural regula-

tions in debate rounds mitigate against un-

constrained invention. In competitive debate

these constraints are designed to achieve

definite closure if not definitive solutions.

Strict time limits and zero-sum decisions mimic

how deliberation often must proceed because

policies must be formulated and issues de-

cided under the pressure of the moment.



Contrary to this realistic albeit imperfect

scenario, "resolution and closure are not

goals of the postmodern moment"

(Marshall, 1992, p. 13). Panetta and Herbeck

(1993) observe that the intellectual grounds

of postmodernism are so alien to those of

policy debate that it is not possible to rec-

oncile these incommensurable perspectives.

Since postmodernism condemns two-val-

ued thinking (while touting incommensura-

bility), it cannot in principle qualify as a clear-

cut alternative to other orientations. The

more that advocates of postmodernism por-

tray it as a dramatic rupture with other modes

of thought, the more they exemplify the very

all-or-nothing mentality they condemn as

elitist and exclusivistic. This inconsistency

is not simply logical, but instead constitutes

a failure to reconcile proclaimed goals with

actual argumentative practice.

The Employment of Postmodernism in

Academic Debate

Before delving into the mechanics of

postmodernism in academic debate, one key

point merits attention. Postmodernism can-

not and should not be advocated as a vot-

ing issue. The "thoroughly hierarchical con-

structs" of winning and losing" are funda-

mentally incompatible with the post-mod-

ern agenda" (Lake & Haynie, 1993, p. 19).

To qualify as a "voter," postmodernism

would have to function as a decision rule.

This role could be fulfilled in two ways, both

of which reduce postmodernism to incoher-

ence or pernicious relativism. If a team de-

serves to lose because it fails to foster cre-

ativity by allowing paralogical argumenta-

tion (e.g., inconsistency, non sequitur, etc.),

then creativity or freedom are being postu-

lated as values sufficient to merit voting for

the team that best promotes them. That be-

ing the case, postmodernism is reducible to

traditional liberal values. More problemati-

cally, postmodernism appeals to creativity

and related values as sufficient criteria for

rendering decisions. Bernstein (1991) ob-

serves that postmodernists such as Lyotard

and Rorty resort to "a universal 'letting be'

where difference is allowed to flourish" (p.

222), a laissez-faire epistemology just as

sweeping and potentially just as constrain-

ing as conventional rationality. In other

words, this version of postmodernism re-

lies on normative criteria accepted as inher-

ently desirable--the very sort of grand stan-

dards postmodernism is designed to com-

bat.

Postmodern argumentation could as-

sume a more critical edge without commit-

ting its proponents to indefensible univer-

sal decision criteria. This version of

postmodernism would recommend at least

suspending judgment (i.e., not voting for

the opposing side) because the opposition

fails to account for the "other" in its argu-

mentation. Employed by the negative,

postmodernism could underlie either a

resolutionally-focused or case-focused cri-

tique. The basic argument would be to re-

ject the resolution or the affirmative plan

because its very language or assumptions

exclude social forces or people that, despite

their marginalization, should count as sig-

nificant stakeholders in decision making. Of

course, if the critique is argued as an inde-

pendent voting issue, then it falls prey to

the reification of values just discussed. On

the other hand, a postmodern critique could

carry an impact similar to a studies

counterplan that urges a negative ballot in

lieu of sufficient information to vote affir-

mative. Failure to account for marginalized

social groups leads to decisions that are

myopic at best and often paternalistic or

destructive toward those who are excluded.

The postmodern position would presume

that the voices of the marginalized are ipso

facto liberating or beneficial. Instead, a much

more modest claim emerges: irrespective of

its actual impact, hitherto suppressed per-

spectives deserve inclusion.

The claim that postmodern perspec-

tives would liberate decision making, how-

ever, relies on the premise that inclusive-

ness in rendering decisions is desirable. If,

for example, it is argued that formulation of

foreign policy toward Mexico should in-

clude more Mexican or Hispanic participa-

tion, the advantage would be more partici-

patory decision making. The advocate of

postmodernism, however, has no grounds

for claiming that participation would render

better decisions, especially since a

postmodern foreign policy would deny any

single, overarching value that would guide

policymaking. Present American foreign

policy toward Mexico, Latin America in gen-

eral, or toward the world for that matter, al-

ready qualifies as thoroughly postmodern.

Without the guiding influence of contain-

ing communism, foreign policy decisions

are made on an ad hoc basis. Inconsistent

policies, contrary to the supposed virtues

of postmodernism, have caused interna-

tional embarrassment and public disgrace

to the United States in Haiti, Somalia, and

countless other locales. Inconsistency per

se is no more a virtue than rigidity.

For a postmodern view to generate

advantages, it must assert what counts as

an advantage. Postmodern critiques do little

to replace current patterns of thinking, al-

though they question and criticize those

patterns relentlessly. Exactly what sorts of

reforms would postmodernism promulgate?

Postmodernism has not generated coher-

ent strategies--even provisional ones--for

coping with change and uncertainty. McGee

(1990) states the point unequivocally: "I

think it is time to stop whining about the

so-called `post-modern condition` and to

develop realistic strategies to cope with it

as a fact of human life, perhaps in the

present, certainly in the not-too-distant

twenty-first century" (p. 278). The problem

is not so much that postmodern perspec-

tives have arisen, but that they have failed

to offer productive alternatives to excessive

rigidity of thought.

Postmodern Critiques

Many critiques in debate rounds have

been launched under the banner of

postmodernism. Run as a critique,

postmodernism typically emerges as fol-

lows: The opposing team (not merely their

case but their entire mode of argumenta-

tion) exemplifies an undesirable way of

thinking. From a postmodern perspective,

such undesirable thought patterns typically

involve marginalization of oppressed popu-

lations, cultural imperialism, masculinist

agendas, anthropocentrism, all-or-nothing

mentalities, etc. By voting for the affirma-

tive, the critic would endorse these unde-

sirable thought patterns. Critiques typically

ask the critic to make a personal decision

against the affirmative, since any implica-

tions of setting a precedent for making

policy run counter to the postmodern rejec-

tion of linear reasoning and trend-setting. I

quote from one such brief: "All the critique

asks is that you make a personal, condi-

tional moral choice to inform your action."2

The critic, therefore, operates as a lone

voice whose vote represents nothing more

than a personal commitment against the af-

firmative and for the liberating benefits at-

tendant to postmodernism.

Now is not the time to enter into a

detailed discussion of critiques. Some re-

marks on postmodern critiques, however,

will illustrate the problematic infusion of

postmodern thinking into competitive de-

bate. Many postmodern critiques rely on a

simple punishment paradigm: punish the

team that advocates the undesirable way of

thinking by voting against them. Notice,

however, that a notion of desirability lurks

behind the postmodern critique. The critique

(Schwartzman from page 33)



must presume a standard for decision mak-

ing that transcends the individual round;

after all, the postmodern arguments almost

always are found on shells that are em-

ployed virtually unchanged round after

round. The use of such standardized argu-

mentative tactics shows a commitment to

the critique as a constant. The more a stan-

dard critique is used, the less credible is its

link to postmodernism, which advocates

creative, individual argumentation--exactly

the values that prefabricated arguments do

not foster.

An advocate of postmodernism might

respond that the critique invokes and ap-

plies values only locally. A negative brief

on the subject states: "....we ask you [the

critic] to generate morals within the context

of this debate, not enforce them univer-

sally." The localization of advantages re-

sembles the argument Zavarzadeh and

Morton (1991) make in defending

postmodernism against the charge of po-

litical quietism. They distinguish ludic

postmodernism, which seeks local, small-

scale political change, from resistance

postmodernism, which "works not simply

for an ideological intervention and a change

of social practices, but for the transforma-

tion of the economic structures that bring

about those local conditions to begin with"

(Zavarzadeh & Morton, 1991, p. 128). The

specification of economic structures re-

flects a lingering Marxist strain that pre-

sumes economic factors lie at the core of

social problems. Such a Marxist remnant is

troublesome given the postmodern denial

of economics (or any other single principle)

as the basis of social relationships.

Either variety of postmodernism, ludic

or resistance, spells trouble for the team

employing it in a debate round. Ludic

postmodernism promises nothing in the

realm of solvency because its only mode of

addressing problems is piecemeal. Further-

more, even if solvency could be obtained, it

would be inefficient because it would con-

sist of a conglomeration of decentralized,

overlapping, and probably poorly funded

efforts. These difficulties, of course, should

not discredit small-scale problem solving,

but they cast serious doubt on whether any

definite, positive social impact can be ex-

pected from adopting a postmodern per-

spective. Since implementation of any

postmodern program would be a purely in-

dividual matter (given the postmodern praise

of individuality and creativity), the results

would be unpredictable and compliance

could be mandated only at the expense of

sabotaging the premise of epistemological

liberation that drives postmodern thought.

Resistance postmodernism, in turn, is

problematic because postmodernism under-

mines the very sorts of concepts that would

foster the formation of social movements.

Individuals coalesce into a movement for

the sake of something greater than them-

selves. Social action is instigated for the

sake of a cause that transcends the indi-

vidual social agent. Although universal ide-

als have been invoked to justify horrendous

injustices, postmodernism fails to offer any

means for catalyzing social change via con-

certed action.

Hassan (1987a) suggests a way to

sidestep postmodern relativism while retain-

ing the useful spirit of distrusting purport-

edly universal and ahistorical theories. He

proposes a "critical pluralism" that would

encourage interpretive diversity, highlight

the cultural and temporal limits to theorizing,

and "attempt to contain" postmodernism's

relativistic tendencies (1987a, p. 23). Hassan

confesses, however, that no means of es-

tablishing consensus emerge within a

postmodern framework. The critical plural-

ism Hassan proposes, which resembles

Habermas's ideal speech situation, offers no

checks on the exertion of power or on de-

generation into relativism that fails to re-

solve--even provisionally--any issues

(Hassan, 1987a, p. 32). We are left, then, with

a renunciation of power and domination but

without an affirmation of shared methods,

traditions, or other bases of community for

resolving conflicts, redressing grievances,

or rendering decisions. Postmodernism pur-

chases individual freedom at the cost of

communal foundations for action.

Robert Hart (1994) extends this line

of concern further by linking postmodernism

with the ahistorical mélange of images that

play on television. He argues that the

postmodern renunciation of continuity un-

dermines the possibility of political action,

since political action presumes some his-

torical basis and objectives. Television's

postmodern aspect emerges in the premium

placed on instantaneous emotional reac-

tions. Gut reaction (how people feel) replaces

deliberative action (what people think and

why). Hart expresses consternation about

the possibility of any political action in a

postmodern context, since postmodernism

tends to "back people away from the politi-

cal sphere" (p. 98). If history holds no les-

sons other than individual emotional re-

sponses, then moral judgments about

events such as the Holocaust, slavery, and

oppression of women remain individual

opinions. Hart laments what he sees as an

inevitable loss of community and thus of

rational consensus (e.g., among critics serv-

ing as a panel in a debate round) that could

underlie moral reasoning.

Postmodernism is particularly unsuit-

able as a critique because it falls prey to a

false dichotomy, treating postmodern per-

spectives as clear alternatives to inflexible

thought patterns. Debaters seem to run

postmodern critiques and cases as if they

offered clear alternatives: either modernism

or postmodernism, but not both. The choice

is not whether to opt for postmodernism

because, as McGee (1990) observes, the

postmodern era is upon us. The unresolved

challenge is to go beyond the postmodern

distrust of epistemological rigidity.

Goodnight (1995) traces the epistemologi-

cal roots of postmodernism to the ancient

Green skeptics. He labels postmodernism

"a skepticism sweeping into and out of the

academy for well over two decades" (1995,

p. 269). Postmodernism easily degenerates

into a pernicious skepticism by revealing

overly restrictive thought patterns without

redressing them.

A postmodern critique supposedly

offers improved ways of thinking, yet it pre-

sents no means of translating thought into

action. Without some kinds of ideals be-

yond the celebration of individual creativ-

ity, postmodernism deconstructs social prac-

tices without offering anything in their place

(Fairlamb, 1994). Exactly what would a critic

be voting for if deciding in a favor of a

postmodern critique?

Limits of Applying

Postmodernism to Debate

Far from presenting means to escape

repressive social practices, postmodernism

could fuel the very repression it criticizes.

By negating the role of public deliberation,

postmodernism replaces rationality with will

power as the means for deciding contro-

versy. Explaining the postmodern aspects

of Jurassic Park, Goodnight (1995) ob-

serves that "it is will, not reason, that con-

firms genius in the postmodern moment"

(p. 275). In debate rounds, therefore, intel-

lectual acumen would not reap rewards un-

der a postmodern view. Instead, the ability

to impose one's will on another, be that

through persuasion or physical force, would

merit praise. Lest this conclusion seem far-

fetched, recall that within a postmodern

framework there are no a priori preferences

for persuasion over coercion. From a

postmodern perspective, there is no "unique



value to 'rational' as opposed to other forms

of justification" such as force (Harris &

Rowland, 1993, p. 31). Postmodern heroes,

for example, are not necessarily technical

experts, but they do know how to manipu-

late the resources at hand (Goodnight, 1995).

Is this the primary lesson debaters should

learn from the activity?

Unbridled argumentative inclusive-

ness also invites abuses. Some viewpoints,

such as fascism, have been marginalized in

order to encourage participation. I submit,

with Hirst (1993), that certain practices such

as blatant intolerance, racism, sexism, and

homophobia have no justification and de-

serve no place in argumentation. Such

means of "arguing" should be marginalized.

Without some criteria for distinguishing jus-

tifiable versus unjustifiable marginalization,

blatantly abusive behavior in debate

rounds could be tolerated or even promoted

in the name of free expression. Not all "oth-

erness" qualifies as virtue (Bernstein, 1991).

Designation as an oppressed group does

not constitute a prima facie case for status

as righteous but unfairly persecuted.

The fundamental problem in apply-

ing postmodernism to debate is that

postmodernism functions best as a critical

tool, not as an evaluative method or a set of

adjudicative standards. It is designed to

expose and question unquestioned assump-

tions. The supposedly radical break

postmodernism makes with previous epis-

temological practice makes it unsuitable for

use in an activity such as academic debate,

which is thoroughly modernist in its prac-

tices, especially if viewed as advocacy of

truth or as discovering which side does the

better arguing. Debate in general qualifies

as a "traditional (modernist) mode"

(Zavarzadeh & Morton, 1991, p. 120) of con-

testing ideas, to be contrasted with the

postmodern accommodation of differences

and tolerance of unresolved (thereby

unresolvable?) disputes. The avowal of in-

consistency, therefore, reverberates be-

yond academic debate. Once inconsistency

is institutionalized, it dissolves the desir-

ability and perhaps even the possibility of

converging viewpoints and stable social

relationships. The postmodern praise of

contradiction "underlines the insurmount-

able differences that make for a lack of so-

cial and personal cohesion" (Kuspit, 1990,

p. 59). In an activity that could use greater

emphasis on cooperation, why should de-

bate theory undermine unity by underlin-

ing heterology? Debaters, critics, and

coaches must ask themselves whether re-

jecting the basis of communal values serves

an educational purpose. It seems far more

productive to balance practices that foster

community with a respect for diversity. Why

further isolate members of the debate com-

munity from one another by enshrining in-

consistency?

The thoroughly modernist activity of

debate is structured according to a division

of ground informed by Aristotelian logic.

Most prominently, the distinction between

affirmative and negative sides presumes

incompatible positions as the basis for

forced choice that leads to a decision. De-

bate actually emphasizes argumentative in-

compatibility in order to facilitate choice.

The intolerance of inconsistency is logically

and procedurally necessary in a zero-sum

game atmosphere where decisions must be

rendered for one side only. If inconsistency

were encouraged as a component of a

postmodern perspective, then counterplans

need not be competitive. In addition, the

more inconsistency is tolerated, the less rea-

son there would be to vote for

postmodernism as an alternative to the ra-

tional methods employed by the opposing

team. As inconsistency becomes more ac-

ceptable, it undermines the grounds for

claiming that any argument could qualify

as a voting issue. Ultimately, if inconsis-

tency is desirable, then any particular de-

bate could and should end in a tie.

Postmodernism offers debate prima-

rily negations: opposition to unitary evalu-

ative standards and rejection of scientifi-

cally based means of adjudication. From a

postmodern perspective, any attempt to

place facts "within some larger, more ambi-

tious explanatory paradigm--is ignoring the

weight of de facto evidence" that shows

the historical failure of grand explanatory

schemes (Norris, 1990, p. 7). If a postmodern

perspective could be applied to debate, it

would not take the form of a paradigm or

other normative structure. Postmodernism

might simply counsel us to recognize our

interpretations as limited, thus enabling

political engagement without hegemonic

claims to know an ultimate Truth (Marshall,

1992). Such self-imposed restrictions on the

scope of claims would introduce a welcome

tone of modesty into competitive debates.

The choice is not whether or not to

"adopt" a postmodern perspective, but to

decide how postmodern conditions could

affect the assumptions and conduct of de-

bate. Postmodernists along the lines of

Baudrillard discard the qualification that

contradictions should not be obvious and

they embrace paradox instead. In contract

to Rorty, Baudrillard recommends: "Distrust

campaigns of solidarity at every level," be-

cause all sense of unity and permanence is

designed to disguise the erosion of

referentiality (1983, p. 110n). This strain of

postmodernism abandons criteria for valid

argumentation, instead judging argumenta-

tive quality on the aesthetic merits of the

rhetorical strategy irrespective of normative

standards (Norris, 1990). The raison d'etre

of debate would become the satisfaction of

individual taste, since aesthetics no longer

would have any transcendent grounding in

human values or fidelity to anything beyond

the representation itself. Such a change

harbors serious implications. Argumenta-

tive acumen reduces to knowing how to best

one's opponents, so the hope that argumen-

tation can enlighten arguers and audiences

vanishes because enlightenment is illusory.

The political consequences of

postmodern debate do not sound enticing,

either. The promise of argumentation serv-

ing as an intellectually and socially liberat-

ing force--an agenda adopted by Habermas,

for example--relies on rationally grounded

critique that exposes distortion and inter-

nal contradiction. Without an understand-

ing of what would constitute argumenta-

tive progress or communicative value,

postmodernism fails to offer grounds or ex-

planations of change. In essence,

postmodernism sounds the call for political

involvement while leaving a blank slate

when called upon to produce a vision of

productive social engagement for intellec-

tuals (McGowan, 1991).

These considerations leave at least

two choices for those involved with aca-

demic debate. First, debaters and critics can

adopt a postmodern mindset but at the cost

of undermining procedural foundations and

social relevance. Harris and Rowland (1993)

note that academic debate already exhibits

some postmodern tendencies, such as the

detachment from analogues and applica-

tions beyond the rounds themselves. The

independence of debaters from "real world"

concerns such as face validity of arguments

brings debate ever closer to Baudrillard's

simulacra, where external reference dis-

solves. In a word, academic debate becomes

more postmodern the more it grows irrel-

evant to the world beyond the round.

On the other hand, the practice of

debate might be understood as antagonis-



tic to postmodern tendencies. In policy de-

bate, how could argumentation have any

significance once the relationship between

intellectuals and social change becomes ill-

defined and idiosyncratic? In value debate,

how could values be weighed when the

standards for evaluating them have evapo-

rated? In any form of debate, how could

decisions be rendered when the very crite-

ria for making those decisions no longer

stand?

Recognizing the influence of

postmodernism still can allow for some ex-

planation of how agreement could be

reached and how decisions could be justi-

fied without appealing to universal, immu-

table standards. This task is akin to the

project Rorty has undertaken since writing

Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature. At

the core of postmodern thought lies a con-

cern for relationships instead of facts or rep-

resentations of reality (Klinkowitz, 1988, p.

8). Such a shift in orientation drives Rorty

(1979) to reject the epistemological goal of

accurately representing nature. Instead, he

envisions epistemology as a continuing

conversation in which claims are posited,

tested, and revised consensually. Worthy

as the goal may be, Rorty and others have

yet to explore in detail the means for engi-

neering consent and achieving community.

Rorty (1991, p. 174) criticizes Lyotard and

Foucault for engaging in penetrating social

critiques without articulating the basis for

the "we" of human solidarity. Debate theo-

rists can take up the same challenge: to elu-

cidate the symbolic and other means for

solidarity that permit rational decision-mak-

ing.

1I avoid using the term Kritik in the

context of postmodernism. As employed in

debate rounds, a Kritik represents a com-

prehensive decision-making framework that

offers sufficient conditions for reaching a

decision. Since postmodernism cultivates a

distrust of such universal frameworks, the

idea of a Kritik could apply only to the in-

dividual round, thereby denying its univer-

sality. Kant envisioned the Kritik as apply-

ing to "the faculty of reason in general,"

not only extending beyond specific in-

stances but "independently of all experi-

ence" (Kant, 1965, p. 9).
2All the quotes from debate briefs are

from materials generated at the 1995 National

Debate Institute at the University of Ver-

mont.
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